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地址 KCC Corporation 
Head Quarter 
344 Sapyeongdaero, Seochogoo,  
Seoul 137703

国家 韩国

产品/机械
Clear glass shows you the beautiful of nature without distortion! It is as clear as crystal, has no impurities at all, and provides excellent lighting since it
is manufactured through using the up-to-date Float Process, which makes sheet glass by pouring liquid glass over molten tin.

KCC’s tinted glass has a number of excellent features

It blocks direct sunlight
It creates a more pleasant indoor environment by keeping indoor temperature evenly distributed.
Excellent design effects
The beautiful color tones of the tinted glass add dignity to buildings in a harmonious way.
Protection from the Sun’s Glare
It enables you to enjoy the beautiful of nature more comfortably by adjusting the transmission of visible rays.

KCC’s tinted glass has a wide range of applications.

Interior and exterior of houses, general buildings, high-rises, and shops.
Various glass doors and windows.
Various glass-based products, including tables.
Spaces where diverse decorative features are required.
Windows of automobiles, vehicles, and vessels.

KCC produces and distributes a variety of insulation materials, such as mineral wool, glass wool, and ceramic fibers, which have excellent insulation
effects in various construction and industrial facilities. 
KCC’s insulation materials are non-flammable and do not produce toxic gases in cases of fire since they are made from an inorganic ore. In addition,
they are the most sought-after materials in various construction and industrial facilities due to their excellent constructability and economic efficiency. In
addition, KCC produces and distributes zip codes and fire masks to ensure fire safety pertaining to the steel structures.
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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